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Mean - two views
● Mean is the the number z that 

minimizes the summed 
distance-square distance from all 
the points in the set.

● Variance is the square of standard 
deviation

● If an experiment is repeated N 
times with the rv. X taking M 
distinct values xi , ni times, then for 
large N the average is given by 

● Definition: The expected value of a 
discrete rv X taking on values xi 
with PMF PX(xi)

● For rv with pdf fX(x)

PMF of xi



Expected value of Gaussian



● For discrete rv. X

● For functions of multiple 
variables z=g(X,Y)

Theorem
● The expected value of Y=g(x) is given by 

● Proof: if xj
(rj) are roots of yj-g(x)=0, then

What happens 
if g(x,y) = x?

m partitions 
along Y axis

Riemann Sum approximation of an integral

All terms are 
unique in the sum



Linearity of E[ ] operator
● Linear over functions of rv X, gi(x) 

● Linear over addition of multiple variables as well 

● Linear over sum of N rv, X1,X2,X3,....



Conditional Expectation (Avg of a subset)

a Xx

Using Bayes’ rule



Definition
● If X, Y are discrete

● We can derive a formula for E[Y]

● Similarly, for continuous rv,

Conditional Probability that {Y=yj} 
occurs given {X=xi} has occurred

Definition of total probability as a 
sum of disjoint conditionals of 

{X=xi}. Note the change in index of 
the summation

Nice trick to add a new rv y into 
the integrand by using the 
definition of marginal density

Alternate method to calculate 
E[Y] in terms of f(x)



Properties of Conditional Expectation
1.

We know that, Also, when Y=g(X), we can write

○ Using the similarity between the two, we can write

○ Inner expectation is with respect to Y and outer with respect to X

2. If X and Y are independent, then 

We know, 

○ But,                                                                                                if X and Y are independent                                            

○ Hence

3.



Example 4.2-3



Example 4.2-5 



Moments 
● The rth Moments of a RV X is defined as,,

● The rth Central Moments are defined as, 

● An important derivation

Generalization



Joint Moments
● The ijth moments of RV X and Y is defined as, 

● The ijth central moments of RV X and Y is defined as, 

○ The order of the moment is i+j

● Correlation coefficient is defined by 



Example 4.3-4 - Self Study
● Application of Cov(X,Y) in Linear regression 



Chebyshev Inequality
● Theorem: Let X a rv with mean      and variance      . Then for any 

● Proof: 

Since, 

Thus, it follows, 



Markov Inequality
● Theorem: Consider a rv X with non-negative pdf, fX(x) = 0 , for x<0, the 

Markov inequality applies as 

● Proof: 



Schwarz Inequality
● Theorem: For rv X and Y 

● Proof: Consider the non-negative expression 

Expanding the expression that is quadratic in λ

The quadratic equation to have at least one real root, the discriminant satisfies,



● LLN defines the conditions under which the sample mean converges to 
ensemble mean.

● If X1, X2, ….Xn be iid rv, then the sample mean estimator is given by 

● Chebyshev inequality is used to show that      is a perfect estimator of 

● Therefore, from Chebyshev inequality we get,

(Weak) Law of Large Numbers



Moment-Generating Functions
● MGF is used to completely characterize a PDF (similar to Laplace 

transform)

● If t is a complex variable, the MGF for pdfs is defined as 

● Expanding the exponent

● If the moments M(t) exists, then it can be computed as 



Chernoff Bound
● Upper bound on the tail probability 

● Proof: 

Noting that                                                                we can write,

● The tightest bound is found when the above expression wrt t. 



Characteristics Functions
● Characteristics functions are analogous to Fourier transform of pdf fX(x) 

by replacing t with j⍵

● It can be used to calculate the convolution product for sums of rv Z = X+Y

● Change the variable                     we obtain

INVERSION

Discrete form



Joint Characteristics Functions
● Similar to characteristic functions of single rv, the joint CF is given by 

● The pdf is obtained by the inverse transform

● See example 4.7-8



Central Limit Theorem
● Theorem 1: Let X1, X2, ….Xn be n mutually independent (scalar) random 

variables with CDF             such that     

    and let    . Then if for given  

  , the normalized sum    

converges to the Standard Normal CDF. That is 

● Proof for a special case: if   , then   

tends to Normal in the sense that its CF, satisfies



General Case
● Let    and                          then Zi has zero mean, unity variance. 

For any complex ξ, we can write

Thus, 

Since, Zi has zero mean, unity variance
The remainder term 
goes to zero for 
higher orders of n


